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With more than 26,000 employees and a turnover of 7.4 billion US-$ (2013), Visteon belongs to the 

top 30 automotive suppliers worldwide. Present in 28 countries , Visteon serves as a Tier 1 

automotive manufacturer with many well-known solutions in the fields of air conditioning and 

cockpit electronics. 

This example shows the use of expecco in Audio & Infotainment at Visteon. Test object is a DAB 

tuner for digital radio reception. In this project, the plugin for the interface to Optolyzer of the eXept 

was realized. All other connections to the DUT (Device Under Test) were created by the customers 

with the existing interfaces expecco plugins themselves. 

 

Task and Objective 

Previously, the customer used a proprietary partially automated solution for testing in the 
development phase of new automotive components. The goal was to identify a sustainable solution 
to rapidly achieve a very high level of automation. 

The following requirements were the driving force to search for a new solution: 

• Extensive reduction of manual test times/ expenses 

• Reproducibility of test runs 

• Automated comprehensible documentation of test runs for acceptance tests prior to 
start of operations  

• Establishment of endurance and stress tests 

The test developers are a mixed team that needs to be in the position to flexibly respond to a 
variety of tasks. Therefore, it was important to consider the following characteristics during the 
development of a suitable solution: 

 User-friendly test environment with respect to readability and ease to change test scenarios  

 Short training periods for new employees  

 

 

Showcase: Component Testing TIER 1 supplier 
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Special Test Challenges 

Since the existing environment already used several measuring instruments and test devices 

which previously were operated by hand, the new solution was to provide an automated operation 

of these devices. This project therefore required the integration of hardware with a broad range of 

different interfaces and protocols. 

The illustrated test configuration is used for fully or partially automated testing for a DBA tuner (digital 

audio broadcasting receiver). With the help of the testing tools (ETI Player, COFDM Modulator, and 

Powerbox) it is possible to simulate a realistic environment for the DAB tuner. Since expecco can 

operate these testing tools parallel to the DAB tuner (via the Optolyzer or alternatively via the UART 

Controller), it is easy to automate even complex test sequences. 

 

 

Test Environment 

 Fig. 1: DAB Tuner test setup at Visteon. expecco directly accesses existing development 

tools (e.g. Optolyzer, CANoe) using different interfaces (COM/Telnet/Parallel Port). 
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Solution 

The test automation is fully realized by the use of expecco. The option to integrate new interfaces 
with expecco allows an easy automation of manual tests for existing test environments. 

The first step involved the development of the plug-in for the Optolyzer. The component library of 
this plug-in then builds the interface to the DUT and handles all necessary ancillary tasks and 
requirements (e.g. opening and closing of the physical interface, CRC calculation, filtering, 
interlacing) which was previously done by the user.  

The project-specific messages are defined in an additional functional library, which in turn 
accesses the components of the Optolyzer. 

 

Fig. 2: expecco tool view (anonymized) 

 

Note: 

On the left-hand side you can find the libraries containing the building blocks. To create a test 

case, you simply drag and drop a functional block to the network on the right hand side, 

parametrize it and connect it to further function blocks  and execute them immediately. Thanks to 

just-in-time compilation expecco allows for very short turn-around times. 
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With the help of the components from the project-specific function library it is now possible to easily 

create the respective test sequences. 

The advantages of this separation of physical interface and project-specific data include:  

 Rapid adaptability - because changes only have to be carried out at one location  

 New projects can utilize the blocks that have already been created  

 A test design can be used for various different interfaces 

Special reports (PDF, HTML, etc.) can be created based on the completed test sequence to fulfill 

different requirements at the desired level of detail and to document the completed tests. 

In expecco reports are generated automatically, i.e. every modification of the software is 

documented autonomously and saved in different formats (e.g. PDF, XML, CSV etc.). The reports 

can be customized regarding contents and form and are created based on the completed test 

sequence to fulfill different requirements at the desired level of detail and to document the 

completed tests. Due to revision security they are suitable as acceptance reports. 

 

 

Fig. 3: Report of station scanning DAB Tuner (extract) 
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UPDATE: 
 

Based on the positive experiences and the many fields of application a further test setup was 

constructed with expecco. The device under test (DUT) is again a digital radio for the automotive sector. 

In this case, CANoe by Vector Informatik is used instead of Optolyzer for the bus simulation . 

Furthermore, a customized solution (" Visteon Messaging Framework") was connected to expecco in 

order to exchange messages between devices and a signal generator ( " Broadcast Equipment " ) for 

playing DAB, DMB and DRM . 

Jenkins accesses expecco remotely which performs the required automated test cases. In this setting 

the reporting results are displayed directly in the Jenkins GUI and provided in various formats (XML, 

PDF, CSV) . 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: New Test environment at Visteon 
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Fig. 5: Automated station scanning with frequence verification (test sequence) 
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Fig. 6: Log data of executed test sequence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7: Report of station scanning incl. frequence verification (test sequence) 
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Benefits of this solution for Visteon 

 Rapid adaptation of existing test scenarios to accommodate new requirements  

 Re-use of components across projects and departments through function libraries 

 Graphical description of test sequences facilitates training of new staff and supports 

effective teamwork. 

 Variable parameterizing of test scenarios allows for extensive test coverage   

 Modular structure of test sequences facilitates the running of partial test sequences 

 Rapid implementation of new test scenarios (drag, drop, connect and play) 

 Prompt execution of existing test scenarios  

 Easy report generation 

 

Conclusion 

The creation of the test scenarios and integration with different hardware was realized in-house by 

the customer. The necessary support / training from eXept could essentially be limited to a few 

online support sessions. It was possible to very quickly automate the required sequences. The 

respectively saved time made room for additional automation of manual tests beyond the targeted 

area.  

The modular structure of the test sequences proved to be a tremendous advantage. It now also 

allows the partial automation of manual tests. 

 

 

Christopher Gau, Software Test Engineer at Visteon Innovation and Technology GmbH: 

"The rapid setting up of test designs in combination with the variety of hardware components is one of 

the biggest advantages using expecco as test automation tool. The same sequences are also executed 

remotely at a fully automated test station so that the modification and maintenance remains 

manageable without creating additional work with the care. With initiation of each new software release 

for the radio immediately all the functions are automatically verified by Jenkins and the results put in 

text and graphic form. Thus, deviations are detected immediately, test results are available immediately 

for the team and any software version has a report." 

 

 

 

 

  


